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  E. Patricia Tsurumi has produced the first

･detailed monograph on Japanese female tex-
tile workers in the English language. Several

articles relating to this group of workers
have appeared in English, including two by
Tsurumi herself, but there exists no compa-

rably detailed study to the present work,
which seeks to depict in its entirety the expe-

riences of women workers in the silk and
cotton thread industries in the period up to

1912'. As such Tsurumi's book is an impor-
tant work, which substantially expands Eng-

lish language coverage of an important area

of modern ･Japanese history, and, in the
absence of any competitor, will remain the
standard text on the subject, It has already

been widely commended as an informative
and vividly written text which will help to

broaden the subject matter of twomen's
studies' and women's history beyond the con-

ventional US and European frameworks.
  Tsurumi's account is based on Japanese
sources, mostly personal records and remi-
niscences, othcial reports and the songs sung

by Meiji workers-a device also used by
Yamamoto Shigemi in Aa ATbmzrgi Tbge,
his study of Shinshif silk workers. As might

be expected, the detailed accounts found in

the Agriculture and Commerce' Ministry's
Sholeleo- 1ijo(1903)figure prominently in the

references, as do.Yokoyama Gennosuke's
Mhon no Kaso- Shahai(1898) and Ishihara
Osamu's lbleo- to Kefekaleu(1913, but based on

research carried out a few years earlier).

Extensive use is also made of Hosoi Wakizo's

famous lbko- Aishi(1923), although the
author was only fifteen when the Meiji period

ended, and his first hand experience of cotton

mill employment was largely during the

M ee
Taishoyears. Giventheundoubtedcontinui-
ty in many aspects of working conditions
between late Meiji and Taish6 there may be
good arguments for using lbko- Aishi as a
source on the Meiji years, but they are not

explored by Tsurumi.

  Tsurumi's volume has an added impor-
tance. As a forerunner of any other mono-
graphs in this field, it will inevitably set the

lines for subsequent debate. It will not come

as any surprise to those familiar with Tsu-

rumi's article in Hdstory VVbndshop that the

tone of the book is explicitly polemical. This

is a study of the twomen and girls who
produced the profits which built the Meiji
miracle'(p.3). The female silk reelers and

cotton spinners whose lives are explored are
seen as cteators of profits for the factory

owners and their class allies directing the

Meiji state, whose earning enabled tenant-
farming families to continue paying high
taxes and high rents to exploitative rural
landlords(p.4). At the same time Tsurumi
stresses the emergence of kby'o working class

identity, the development among the workers

of a shared consciousness based on their
paramount concern for the needs and welfare

of their families-not for the nation as so
                                 '
often stressed in oMcial propaganda. Though
the familiar point of alienation of both male

and female workers during the course of
industrialization is dealt with here in a some-

what laboured way, Tsurumi makes the femi-
nist point with an impassioned sense of sym-

pathy and sisterhood which could usefully
find imitators among more prosaic women
scholars of Japanese history. There is little

doubt that with the ongoing objectification of

the female worker during the industrializa-

tion process, exploitation was made both
easier and more acceptable by the fact that

these women were at the bottom of the social

pyramid. Such workers were often subject to
socially negative images, but, argues Tsuru-

mi, their earning power gave them some
sense of pride. As an entity, then, the book is

a graphic depiction of exploitation and depri-

vation, and ultimate spiritual triumph over

the physical and emotional hardships which
life presented.

  Tsurumi's assertions that the female fac-

tory workers who figure in her study were
tpushed out' of the agricultural sector by
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monstrously high rents and rural destitution,

and that their low wages made them a class
of cheap labour critical to the dominance of

the Meiji ruling class, have long been core
issues in debates on modern Japanese history.

What the book is lacking, however, is any
acknowledgement of the debates surrounding
these assertions. For example, the simplified

statement that rural poverty combined with
demand for cheap labour resulted in a flow of

female labour might be adequate in passing

mention and would probably have been
broadly acceptable to･many historians in
earlier years, but it hardly does justice to the

complexities of a set of issues which relate to

the core of this book. Employers are stated to

have pursued a low wage policy for competi-

tive reasons-a statement which appears, on
the face of it, unobjectionable-, but again
Tsurumi fails to analyse further this funda-

mental assumption. Wages, as Tsurumi her-
self acknowledges, are far from telling the

whole story of labour cost, so labour was
nothing like as cheap as often appeared. How

significant, for example, were Wage costs in

total production? What was the impact of
technological practice and technical change
on the utilization and productivity of labour ?

How significant were the differences between

cotton spinning and silk reeling in respects

such as these ? A range of similar questions

not only remain unanswered, but are never
even acknowledged to be issues. at all. This

book makes no claim to be economic history,

and it would be totally inappropriate to
demand that it become so, but its authority is

underrnined by its disappointing failure to

acknowledge the relevance of the economics
of the industries which employed female
labour. The more so, perhaps, because this
failing is not really compensated for by the

substitution of any clear conceptual frame-

work relying on, for example, gender per-
spectlves.

  The essential analytical weakness of this
book, though, is that it is primarily a study of

living and Working conditions, a straight-
forward description of how factory girls were

recruited, the environment within which they

worked, and the effects which it had on them.

Japanese factory life at this time is depicted

as being brutal and hierarchical-more so,
perhaps, than in some other industrializing

L

  su 287countries-, while being attended by the de-

humanizing effects consequent on factory
work everywhere. Tsummi argues convincing-
ly that other alternative forms of employ-
ment open to many of these girls, namely the

weaving shop or the brothel, offered an
equally grim lifestyle. To argue that some
working conditions were more, or less, brutal

than others, however, hardly marks a major

leap in historiographical understanding. In
Tsurumi's book the circumstances are reiter-

ated, but rarely analysed. We are left with a

set of competing pictures of awfulness, pover-

ty and inhumanity, but little guide as to how

to understand their causes and problems.

  For non-Japanese readers, then, this is an

important book, which, despite some analyti-

cal failings, provides new information on a
hitherto uncovered subject. As such it fulfils

one of the major tasks of Western historians

of Japan, namely to bridge an information
gap. Japanese scholars will find that it does

little more than reiterate what is already
largely familiar to historians of Meiji social

and economic development. Its unquestioning

acceptance of some of the unreconstructed
assumptions of Marxist historiography, and
failure to take acc6unt of more recent re-
visionist work, will also persuade many that
it is caught in a time-warp. It thus falls short

on the other major contribution which non-
Japanese historians can make to the study of

Japanese history, namely a fresh analytical

approach.
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